
PAGE ONE

SPLASH
Scene is a lily pond in the middle of a forest. The waters are mostly clear – a bright blue. Lily 

pads decorate the pond and are sprinkled with flowering water lilies. The edges are decorated with cat 
tails. Beyond the pond is a thick forest untouched by humans. Dragonflies soar through the air freely.

TTLE: SHARK ATTACK??



PAGE TWO

INSERT PANEL ONE
Sitting at the base of a tree is a bright green tree frog. He's lounging against the base of the tree 

with his long hind legs stretched out in front of him. His front legs are crossed over his body, making 
him appear relaxed. 

SFX: (frog) Sigh...
SFX: (pond) SPLASH

INSERT PANEL TWO
Focus in on Frog. Frog's yellow eyes crack open just enough to see what's making the noise. 
FROG: Hm?
SFX: (pond – not pictured) Splish Splash

INSERT PANEL THREE
Panel shows the pond scene. We're looking at the pond from a distance – seeing it as Frog 

would. There are rippling rings expanding from the center of the pond. Peeking out from a pair of water
lilies, we see what looks like the fin of a shark.

SFX: (pond) Splish!



PAGE THREE

INSERT PANEL ONE
Scene pans back to Frog. He's on his feet now. His mouth hangs open – his yellow eyes wide in 

surprise. He looks alarmed.
FROG: Sh-Sh-SHARK!

INSERT PANEL TWO
Frog leaps away from his tree. The panel captures him in mid-air. 
FROG: Help!
SFX: (frog) Spa-rinngg!

INSERT PANEL THREE
Bullfrog – a big, muddy brown colored frog – leans against a large red and white toadstool. He 

appears bothered by the noise that Frog is making. He looks over at Frog with half lidded eyes – he 
cannot be bothered to even open his eyes fully. Frog is leaping toward him quickly.

FROG: Bullfrog! Bullfrog, help!
SFX: (bullfrog) Sigh...
BULLFROG: What's all this noise about?

INSERT PANEL FOUR
Frog stands beside Bullfrog, who is still sitting. Frog is panting from leaping so far and so 

quickly. Bullfrog appears almost bored.
FROG: I saw
SFX: (frog) Pant
FROG: in the pond
SFX: (frog) Pant
FROG: there's a shark!



PAGE FOUR

INSERT PANEL ONE
Focus in on Bullfrog. He's frowning, seemingly unimpressed with Frog.
BULLFROG: There are no sharks in the pond--
SFX: (pond – not pictured) SPLASSSHHH

INSERT PANEL TWO
The scene pans out a little so both Frog and Bullfrog are pictured. They're both looking toward 

the pond. Frog is pointing one of his webbed forelegs toward the pond – pointing toward something. 
The triangular shape of a shark fin can be seen moving through the lily pads.

FROG: THERE!

INSERT PANEL THREE
Focus in on Frog and Bullfrog. Both of them are on their feet, ready to leap away. They're eyes 

are wide in alarm. Both are screaming in unison.
BOTH: SHARK!!!



PAGE FIVE

INSERT PANEL ONE
Frog leaps away in front of Bullfrog. Bullfrog is scrambling to hurry after Frog. They run away 

fast enough to kick up a cloud of dirt in their wake.
BULLFROG: (exclamation) RUN!!

INSERT PANEL TWO
Pan over to the pond. The shark fin can be clearly seen between the lily pads now. It seems to be

swimming toward the shore.
SFX: (pond) Splish

INSERT PANEL THREE
Focus in on the shark fin. The top of a snorkel can be seen beside the fin, and a round shadow 

can be seen under the surface of the water.

INSERT PANEL FOUR
A hedgehog steps onto the shore. Hedgehog is wearing a diving mask and has the other end of 

the snorkel in his mouth. He appears to be smirking around the snorkel.

END


